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1 Introduction
Adpated from ESDCC Tester proposal

THE CMS Preshower is a fine grain detector located in front of the endcap Electromagnetic calorimeter. Its
primary function is to detect photons with good spatial resolution in order to perform π0 rejection. The

detector comprises 4288 63mm x 63mm silicon sensors, each of which is divided into 32 strips. Fig.1 shows the
location of the Preshower in the CMS experiment.

Figure 1: The location of the Preshower sub-detector in CMS

The micromodule (see Fig.2), building unit of the CMS Preshower sub-detector, comprises a silicon sensor DC-
coupled to a PCB hybrid containing the PACE3 front-end electronics, all mounted on ceramic and aluminium
support structures. The signals from the 32 strips of the micromodule are amplified, shaped and sampled
continuously every ∼25ns (the exact LHC clock frequency is 40.08MHz) and temporarily stored in an analogue
memory by the PACE3. Fig.3 illustrates a signal at the output of the preamplifier/shaper.

On reception of a level-1 trigger, three consecutive time samples (on the baseline, near the peak and after
the peak) per strip are multiplexed, driven out of the micromodule and digitized by a 12-bit AD41240 ADC
on the Preshower ‘system mother-board’ (SMB). The digitized data from up to 4 micromodules plus some
extra information (error flags, timestamps, checksum, etc) are formatted in 598-byte packets by a K-chip and
transmitted through an optical link via the GOL serializer ASIC to the Counting Room. The K-chip and GOL
are also located on the SMB. Fig.1 illustrates the on-detector data readout chain.

The data transport from the 4288 micromodules of the on-detector system is achieved by 1208 optical channels.
Since each channel carries a 598-byte data packet per event to VME-based electronics in the counting room and
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Figure 2: The micromodule.

Figure 3: The signal at the output of the preamplifier/shaper and the three samples taken (on the baseline, near
the peak and after the peak).

the maximum average event rate is 100kHz, this results in a total data flow of ∼72GB/s. For the readout of the
Preshower, 56 links to the CMS DAQ have been reserved, each having a bandwidth of ∼200MB/s (∼2kB/event),
setting the absolute minimum number of channels per readout board to 22. The total available downstream
bandwidth of ∼11GB/s (56links x 200MB/s) necessitates a reduction in the data volume by a factor of at least
7. This level of data reduction is feasible since the occupancy is relatively low in the Preshower - an average of
about 2%.

For the readout of the detector, a VME-based system (namely ’Endcap Preshower Data Concentrator Card’
or ESDCC) has been developed. The ESDCC acquires on-detector data from up to 36 optical links per board,
perform on-line data reduction (zero suppression) and pass the concentrated data to the CMS DAQ. The relatively
small number of channels per board was selected in order to maximize flexibility, including the necessity to handle
higher than expected average occupancies. The three principle modules that the ESDCC is based on are the
following:

• The OptoRx-12 mezzanine card.
• The VME ‘host board’.
• The ‘S-Link’ transmitter mezzanine card.
The OptoRx-12 is used to receive on-detector data from up to 12 optical fibres and perform the data reduction

algorithms. The VME ‘host board’ is a 9U VME card that hosts up to 3 OptoRx-12s. This card is mainly used
for:

1. Receiving the clock and trigger signals and forwarding them to the OptoRx-12s.
2. Communicating with the OptoRx-12s in order to configure their working parameters.
3. Forward their zero-suppressed data from the OptoRx-12s to the ‘S-Link’ transmitter mezzanine card which

transfers them to the zero-suppressed data to the CMS DAQ.
4. Monitoring the data traffic by using on-board Altera STRATIX FPGAs and associated memories.
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Figure 4: The on-detector readout chain.

2 The ES-DCC tester overview
Adpated from ESDCC Tester proposal

The testing of the functionality of a complicated system as the ESDCC is very challenging. In order to verify its
functionality, data need to be provided to the 36 optical inputs of the ESDCC. To do so, instead of using a part
of the Preshower detector, a pattern generator system could be used (namely “ESDCC tester”). The advantage
of using an ESDCC tester is the ability of producing several error conditions that cannot be easily produced
when using the real detector. The ESDCC tester consists of the following:

• OptoTx-8 mezzanine cards.
• A VME ’host board’.
The OptoTx-8 is a module pin-to-pin compatible with the OptoRx-12 already available. It is based on an

Altera StratixGX FPGA incorporating embedded Gbit transceivers and an 8-channel optical transmitter. Since
it is compatible with the OptoRx-12, it could take its place in a VME ’host board’. In this way, the VME ’host
board’ can communicate with the OptoTx-8s in order to configure their working parameters as well as forward
to them the clock and trigger signals received in exactly the same way as to the OptoRx-12s in the ESDCC. The
difference between the two optical modules is that the OptoTx-8 will have to send packets instead of receiving
them. It is important to note that since the OptoTx-8 cannot drive 12 fibres, optical splitters are used to drive
from one optical output multiple optical inputs. In order to drive the 36 optical inputs, the optimum setup
is 2 OptoTx-8 driving 6 fibres each and 12 “1-to-3” optical splitters. Fig.5 shows the interconnection between
ESDCC and ESDCC tester. The design and technical details that were implemented in the FPGAs are discussed
in the next sections.

Figure 5: An ESDCC connected to an ESDCC tester.
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3 The ES-DCC Tester architecture

The ESDCC tester can be devided in two major parts in terms of functionality as follows:
1. The packet recalling and reformatting, that adds the timestamp and the checksum to the strip information

values.
2. The packet transmission through the optical link.
The memories available in the VME host board are used to load already formatted packets generated by

software according to the user needs. The off-line loading of the memories is done through the VME interface
bus. A tipical testing cycle after a LV1 trigger arrival is explained next.

Since the arrival time of the trigger is unknown to the software that generated the packets in advance,
almost all the packets will be out of sync and therefore they will be discarded by the ESDCC. For this reason,
when a trigger arrives the ESDCC tester has to calculate the expected timestamp, recall the packet from the
memory, overwrite the timestamp field and recalculate the checksum, forward the packet to the OptoTX card,
and transmit the packet. The ESDCC tester is also able to generate errors in the timestamps and the checksums
on demand. In this way, the behavior of the ESDCC under certain error conditions could be tested as a main
requirement of the system here explained.

Based in the functionality needs and the hardware availability the ESDDC tester design is devided in following
two main items:

• The Stratix FPGAs of the VME host board which recall the packets from the memories, reformat them
generating (or not) errors, and forward them to the OptoTx-8.

• The StratixGX FPGA of the OptoTx-8 which receives the packets forwarded by the previous stage and
convert them into serial streams that can be transmitted optically.

The Fig.6 ilustrates the architecture of one of the two identical data chains that make up the ESDCC tester,
along with the revelant signals that will be explained later. In the next two sections, the design and behavior of
the two major parts is explained as well as the technical details of the implementation.
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Figure 6: ESDCC tester architecture.
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4 VME-based host board

4.1 Data packets storage

Based on the memory configuration in the VME host board, the data packets are organized in three RAM
memories available on VME host board as Fig. 7 shows. This design allows to take out 6 packets in parallel and
process them throughout at the same time by the ESDCC Tester; thus the whole available bus size (96 bits) is
used to recall the packets from the memories, maximizing the velocity and performance of the data transmission.
Each RAM has a storage capacity of 32x512K bits (2 MB) and 4 In-Out data ports, see Fig. 8. One data packet
consists of 299 words of 16 bits each one. Therefore, 2 packets are parallel-located per memory.

Figure 7: Data packets external memory map

The Fig. 7 shows an array of the first 12 packets in the external memories. The data packets stored in the
external memories has the format shown in Fig. 9. The data packet consists of a Header, the Data payload
and the Trailer. The Header contains the Start Of Frame (SOF) word which is used to synchronize the readout
operation, two sets of Flags (4-bit Flag Set 1 and 8-bit Flag Set 2) of 12-bits in total for signaling the type of
data packet and different error conditions, 12-bit Bunch Count timestamp, 8-bit Event Count timestamp and
16-bit K-chip IDentification number (KID). Upon the reception of level 1trigger accept command in K-chip, an
8-bit Event Counter (EC) is incremented and a trigger event access is inserted in the K-chip’s Trigger FIFO
[Kchip paper]. The trigger access is complemented with a Bunch Count identifier that comes from a 12-bit
Bunch Counter (BC), which is incremented on every clock cycle. The EC and BC are reset upon an external
reset command or a Start of pattern command sent from the Trigger Generator module (Fig. 10) when the
system is running in a self testing mode as explained in the Special features section. This command indicates
the beginning of the orbit [Kchip paper].

The Data Payload Field consists of 3 identical data packets (3 Slots of 98 16-bit words) which contain the
three samples taken (on the baseline, near the peak and after the peak) from the four micromodules connected.
Each time slot data packet contains the column addresses of the 4 PACE chips and the 12-bit digitized values
of the 36 data samples contained in one PACE column. The Trailer field includes a 16-bit Cyclic Redundancy
Checksum (CRC) word, as calculated over the whole information in the data packet except the SOF and IDLE
words. Although the total packet length is 299 words, the packets stored in the external memories does not
have the 16-bit checksum thanks to internal CRC Generator, included in the VME tester packet generator, that
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Figure 8: SRAM CY7C1371D 100-pin TQFP pinout [SRAM datasheet]

calculates the final CRC from the second word of the packet (Flags I + 12-bit BC) to the last word in Slot-3.
The CRC field is calculated following the CRC-16-CCITT algorithm. Finally, the Trailer has an IDLE word,
which is used to signal the end of the data packet.

Figure 9: Link data packet format [K-chip manual]

4.2 Design and implementation

The Fig.10 shows the block diagram of the system designed in order to recall the packets from the memories,
reformat them, generate (or not) errors and forward them to the OptoTx-8 system.

Basically, the system consists of four main modules each with its own standalone control unit. The modules
work together in a sequential form, but in certain stages in a parallel form. The system has an Altera’s IP module
(pll) which receives the external 40 MHz clock and produce two synchronized different clocks. The process starts
when an external Execute command arrives to the Trigger Generator, which is responsible to generate a trigger
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Figure 10: ESDCC Tester modules in Stratix FPGA block diagram

signal according to the data loaded in Trigger Pattern Internal RAM Memory (TriggerPatt Memory). We shall
see its operation more ahead.

There are two operation ways at the FIFO System module (Fig. 11) according to the TTCorTS signal value.
If TTCorTS is deactivated, the TTC/TSMUX multiplexor is available to convey the output data and the Empty
signal from the TS FIFO; otherwise, the output data and the Empty signal are coming from the TCC FIFO.
When the Trigger signal arrives to FIFO System block, the EC counter increases by one and the Control block
changes its state to enable the TS FIFO write process. Thus, the TS FIFO is able to load the BC and EC
counter values in the Trigger event precise instant. The Start of pattern signal from Trigger Generator is a reset
signal that initializes both counters in order to know the exactly loaded value of each one. This is needed for
testing aims.

The write process in the TTC FIFO is according to DVTTC signal, which controls the BC and EC data load
coming from TTC System. In the TS FIFO the read and write processes are done with the same 40 MHz clock
signal (clk): whereas in TTC FIFO the write process is done with the (clkttcrx) clock signal and, the read process
is done with the (clk) clock signal which is the clock in all other modules.

When the Empty signal from FIFO System pass from 1 to 0 the Packet Generator module (Fig. 12) sends the
Getapacket signal to Packet Manager, which requests the external data using External memory Output enable
(ExtMemOe) and External Memory Address (ExtMemAdd) signals. The External Memory Write (ExtMemWr)
signal is set to ’1’ in order to disable the writing. When the Getapacket signal arrives to Packet Manager this
module requests a stream of (298x6) 16-bit words, and sends them to Packet Generator. Finally, the Packet
Manager locates the address pointer in the adequate position to the next packet recall. The other Packet Manager
function is to address the Errors Memory. The Error Vector showed in Fig. 13 contains the data of the different
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Figure 11: FIFO System submodules block diagram

packet error types in each channel, the 18 error vector less significative bits have the BC, EC and KID data
errors. The other bits are sent to OptoTx board to generate CRC and Length errors instead of enter to Packet
Generator module.

Fig. 13 shows each bit in the Error vector (Bit number), its relationship with the Error type and the group’s
form to load the errors in the memory (Load number). The Load number is the hexadecimal number required
to load the desired errors in the memory.

The Packet Generator has a pipeline architecture design that is completely synchronized in order to update
timestamps, generate or not errors in BC, EC or KID words, calculate the CRC, and send six packets to OptoTx
card at the same time. This module has a ten states control machine, one process counter to indicate the
amount of words processed and sent, 6 parallel reformatters to update each packet timestamps, 6 parallel Error
Generators to generate BC, EC and KID errors on demand, 6 parallel CRC module to calculate the CRC in each
channel, and 6 parallel transmitters to send each processed packet to OptoTx card. Each transmitter sends the
start of frame pulse (sof) and the data valid signal (dv) per channel.
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Figure 12: Packet Generator submodules block diagram

Figure 13: Error vector format

5 OptoTx-8 card

The OptoTx-8 is a module based on an Altera StratixGX FPGA incorporating embedded Gigabit transceivers and
an 8-channel optical transmitter. The transceivers, in this partiular case the trasmitter, have several components
on them. In order to understand the operation of the OptoTx-8 card it is important to know how this major
component works.

The transmitter in the Stratix GX device is organized in 4-channel blocks, named Quads. As described above,
the ESDCC tester requires 6 transmission channels, therefore it is implemented with two 3-channel Quads. Every
Quad has a dedicated transmitter PLL which makes a clock domain division to arise, thus the system works with:
the main (ttc) clock, the QuadA clock and QuadB clock. In order to simplify notation, this document makes
reference only to the QuadA, but it is evident that the QuadB is analog to the A having the same operation and
strucure.

The major transmitter component is a data serializer, which converts parallel data to serial data at the
transmitter output buffer after they have been encoded with the 8B/10B protocol.

The OptoTx-8 card design has also an internal CRC checking structure to make sure that data provenient
from Stratix FGPA was well transmitted. Finally, it has an error generator which is able of produce CRC erros
as well as Lenght error on the final optical transmitted stream. In review, the OptoTx-8 card design has to fulfill
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the following aspects:
• Pipeline data manipulation to avoid storage and performance losses.
• Work with three different clock domains because of the serializer operation.
• Checking through the CRC string the proper transmission of the data forwarded by the Stratix FPGA.
• Availability of generating CRC and lenght error.
For understanding the basic operation of the module, the Fig. 14 shows a block diagram with the data path

in the OptoTx-8 card, and the different modules that make it up. From now on, the different blocks shown above
are explained along with their operation signals. A review over the complete schematic design of the OptoTx-8
card is shown in the Figure 15

Figure 14: OptoTx-8 card block diagram.

5.1 FIFO receiver and incoming data control

Due to the different clocks domains present in the system; it is needed that any signals or control done in one
domain, do not use signals from any of the others; as well as making necesary the use of FIFO storing structures
for handling the data latching through the domains.

It is desired then, that the control signals provenient from Stratix FPGA for transmision interface (e.g. SOF
and DV) get stored into the FIFO along with the data. This yields a FIFO basic structure of 18 bits and enought
room for supporting the latency of the data manipulation, i.e. more than a couple cents of cyles, for this design
it is used a 256 strings long FIFO.

The control used for data storage always writes into the FIFO a value based in the incoming control signals,
while the enable signal is set. The values are:

FIFO{data(17,16)}
• 0,1 - When nothing is being received.(IDLE words)
• 0,0 - When data is being received.
• 1,1 - When a Star Of Frame is received.
This operation garanties that the FIFO occupancy always will be held and forwarded to the serializer.

5.2 Serializer and serializer data control

The serializer control is on charge of updating, for every cycle of the n-th Quad clock, the data that is going to
be sent by the fibre. It basically delays the output in the fiber with a couple of registers, in order to latch and
process the CRC of every data and then put the selected value in the fibre based on:
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Figure 15: OptoTx-8 card architecture diagram.

• If the FIFO data output are either IDLE strings or SOF strings it sends what it receives.
• If the FIFO data output are data strings then it sends what it receives until the ending stream value, which

is the CRC value and it could be different based on:
– If the CRC error is enabled, the CRC sent is Not(the right CRC).
– If the LENGH error is enabled, an IDLE word is sent instead the CRC.
– If neither the CRC error or the LENGH error are enabled, it sends the right CRC.

5.3 CRC

This module was modified from a previous version made for the ESDCC. Here it calculates the CRC ccitt word
of the full stream starting with the 0xFFFF value. In general,
If i=0 then CRCoutput(wordi)=wordi CRC 0xFFFF
If i6=0 then CRCoutput(wordi)=wordi CRC wordi−1

Thus, after having received 298 data words from the FIFO structures, it is possible to know if the forwarded
data from the previous stage was correctly transmitted.

6 Additional features

The need of testing a system was the fact that yield this project, in the case here exposed, a self testing system
is needed in order to check the right working of the ESDCC tester whitout using the ESDCC. A data and trigger
generator were made in order to provide the means for debbug the system here presented, those are explained
in the next two sections.

6.1 Data generator (Self testing)

A lenght adjustable parallel data stream is generated using a fixed increasing secuence as shown in the figure 16.
It basically creates those packets and put them in the input buffer of the OptoTx card design.
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Figure 16: Data stream self generated.

6.2 Trigger Generator

The timing and triggering of the ACQ system at the Preshower detector is a complex task. In the ESDCC
tester it is developed by an ASIC named TTCrx chip which is included in the VME-based board. The trigger
generation for making the whole system to work is made by a module called TTCci. In order to avoid dependance
on that modele, a controlled trigger generator was developed and included in the Stratix FPGAs. Its operation
is as follows:

After receiving a “Level 1 trigger”(software generated through a toggled register) it generates several different
spaced trigers on demand. The space between every trigger is set by an internal RAM memory in the FPGA.
The figure 17 shows the basic operation of this module.

clk
LV1 tigger

Generated tigger

RAM

3cycles 4cycles 3cycles

3 4 3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 17: Trigger generator operation.
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